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33 B'Chukkotai—Driven Leaf Punishment 

 

Text  
庵杏 鮎慰意闇庵 

 椅旭鮎 闇握偉 穐鮎 闇 握椅鯵眞 握皹穐安葦庵-.盪芦盡 伊闇握或 葵皹鯵眇 葦安 伊旭杏闇渥或葵闇鯵鮎 芦安闇旭以芦夷 蘯位葵位 芦皹葵庵 尉旭慰盒芦安   鯵意闇握慰穐安葦庵 伊握闇睛盥葦或 安旭慰芦按茜鮎 伊旭杏葵椅旭鮎葵庵 闇 握椅
 芦盡葵慰芦暗 蘯闇葵安握闇 伊旭杏闇渥慰芦夷葵庵 安芦位芦位 葵皹 伊旭杏葵惟葵慰盖 安芦椅葵闇 芦安葵庵 或旭慰芦暗 伊旭杏闇渥慰穐暗盖.安   椅旭鮎 尉旭慰盒芦安 安旭惟葵慰 握睫 按盒- 以鯵眩 芦安闇 旭椅鯵椅葵盡 葦皹

椅旭鮎 椅芦惟葵慰握安葵庵 尉旭慰盒芦安 椅葦盡 葵皹握睫 按盒 伊旭杏闇渥或葵闇鯵鮎 尉旭慰旭鮎葵盡 伊旭睫盖葵庵 安芦眞 葦盂芦安 闇 渥位葵闇-. 芦安闇 旭椅鯵椅葵盡 葦皹   以芦眩- 安芦眞 葦盂芦安 闇 渥位葵闇
鮎鯵以 慰 旭皹穐鮎 椅渥鮎 椅鯵盡 葵皹握睫-. 芦安闇旭以芦夷 伊旭杏 葵睫葵或 握皹葵盡 伊旭杏闇 渥椅鯵椅葵盡 葦皹葵盡 安芦椅葵或 芦皹    葵鞍旭慰鯵位 闇 握椅鮎渥或渥安葵庵 伊旭杏芦盡 伊闇握慰盒 葵皹握眥葦安葵庵 

椅葦囲梓偉葵位 蘯囲芦偉葵庵 委芦盧握偉 安旭以芦夷 以睛意 伊芦椅鯵鮎 委葦袷芦慰葵庵 伊旭安闇渥或葵闇鯵鮎 椅鯵惟葵慰盖葵盡 伊芦或芦或葵以握盡-.委渥袷鯵慰 依闇 渥鮎葵庵 蘯以葵威芦偉葵庵 或旭慰旭暗    蘯以 葵皹芦杏葵庵
皹闇握鮎-闇渥偉葵眷握位葵眩 庵闇 握暗盒葵盡-鮎鯵以葵庵 依握闇盒 委渥袷鯵慰葵庵 或旭慰旭暗-鯵鮎 闇渥偉葵威握以 安芦位蘯意 葵睫 伊旭杏芦以 安旭闇 葵安握椅.伊旭杏闇渥或葵闇    伊握闇睛盥葦盡 伊 旭睫葵袷葦或穐鮎葦庵

.伊旭杏闇渥或葵闇鯵鮎 尉旭慰旭鮎 伊旭杏 葵椅旭鮎 安芦以葵杏盒葵庵   庵穐夷葦盡 蘯睇葦眞握闇 伊旭杏芦盡 伊闇握慰盒 葵皹握眥葦安葵庵 庵穐夷葦盡 委盖葵庵 伊旭杏闇渥或葵闇鯵鮎 椅鯵惟葵慰盖葵盡 伊芦偉鯵  椅鯵偉鯵
.蘯睇芦眞握闇 伊 芦睫握鮎 伊芦椅鯵或穐鮎  位 椅旭鮎 蘯盧葦庵 葵椅握安葵庵-庵穐夷 椅旭鮎葵庵 伊芦偉鯵-庵穐夷  旭皹穐鮎 伊芦以穐夷葦位葵盡 伊芦椅鯵或穐鮎 依鯵蘯以穐夷芦位 慰-慰 旭皹穐鮎 委盖葵庵 闇 握或- 蘯杏葵以芦安

.闇握慰旭意葵盡 闇 握眞握夷   委盖-睛鮎 伊旭安闇渥或葵闇鯵鮎 尉旭慰旭鮎葵盡 伊芦椅鯵鮎 闇 握椅鮎渥或渥安葵庵 闇握慰旭意葵盡 伊芦眞握夷 葵鞍渥以渥鮎 闇握偉 穐鮎- 葵庵 以渥慰芦夷旭安 伊芦或芦或葵以 夷葦偉芦眩握闇 按盒 按盒
椅旭鮎 蘯惟葵慰握闇-庵穐夷 .伊芦偉鯵   椅旭鮎 闇 握睫葵慰葦杏芦按葵庵-椅旭鮎 委盖葵庵 或睛意穐夷葦闇 闇 握椅闇握慰葵盡- 葵庵 意芦暗葵惟握闇 闇 握椅闇握慰葵盡椅旭鮎 委盖-鯵眩葵按 旭鮎 伊芦安芦慰葵或盖 闇 握椅闇握慰葵盡 慰

.慰鯵眩葵按 旭鮎 尉旭慰盒芦安葵庵   椅旭鮎 尉旭慰 握椅葵庵 伊旭安渥位 或渥按芦夷 渥睫 尉旭慰盒芦安葵庵-椅旭鮎 蘯惟葵慰握闇 伊渥安葵庵 伊旭安渥位 安芦眞 葦皹葵安芦盡 芦安闇 旭椅鯵椅葵盡 葦皹-庵穐夷  依葦夷葦闇 伊芦偉鯵
椅旭鮎葵庵 蘯囲盒芦位 闇 葦案芦眷 葵皹握位葵盡 依葦夷葦闇葵或蘯-.伊 芦皹葵威葦偉 安芦以穐夷芦盥 闇 葦椅鯵睇梓暗   委盖葵庵-伊葦盥- 葵安握盡 椅鮎鯵按鮎鯵以 伊旭安闇渥或葵闇鯵鮎 尉旭慰旭鮎葵盡 伊芦椅睛闇-

鮎鯵以葵庵 伊闇 握睫葵囲盖葵位-伊芦睫握鮎 闇 握椅闇握慰葵盡 慰渥威芦安葵以 伊 芦椅鯵眤葦杏葵以 伊闇 握睫葵以葦夷葵粟  .伊旭安闇渥安鯵以茜鮎 安芦庵安葵闇 闇握偉穐鮎 闇握眩   椅闇握慰葵盡 伊旭安芦以 闇 握睫葵慰葦杏芦按葵庵 
伊闇握偉鯵皹鮎握慰  闇 握椅鮎渥惟睛安 慰 旭皹穐鮎-伊闇握安鯵以鮎渥以 伊旭安芦以 椅睛闇 葵安握以 伊握闇睛盥 葦安 闇渥偉闇渥夷葵以 伊握闇葦慰葵惟握位 尉旭慰旭鮎渥位 伊芦椅鯵鮎 .安芦庵安葵闇 闇握偉 穐鮎    安旭眤渥鮎

 葦安葵盡 以渥鮎芦慰 葵皺握闇 闇渥偉葵盡 依闇渥或蘯 睛偉闇 渥盡 安芦庵安葵闇 依 葦椅芦偉 慰 旭皹穐鮎 椅鯵慰睛睫葦安葵庵 伊闇握案芦眷 葵皹握眞葦安葵庵 伊闇握睇梓暗葦安袷葦闇葵盡 闇葦偉闇 握囲 慰-安 旭皹鯵位 .  

 
 

Vayiqra 26乍 
32 I will make the land desolate, so that your enemies who settle in it shall be appalled by it. 33 And you I will 
scatter among the nations, and I will unsheath the sword against you. Your land shall become a desolation and 
your cities a ruin. 
34 Then shall the land make up for its sabbath years throughout the time that it is desolate and you are in the 

land of your enemies; then shall the land rest and make up for its sabbath years. 35 Throughout the time that it 
is desolate, it shall observe the rest that it did not observe in your sabbath years while you were dwelling upon 

it. 36 As for those of you who survive, I will cast a faintness into their hearts in the land of their enemies. The 
sound of a driven leaf shall put them to flight. Fleeing as though from the sword, they shall fall though none 

pursues. 37 With no one pursuing, they shall stumble over one another as before the sword. You shall not be 

able to stand your ground before your enemies, 38 but shall perish among the nations; and the land of your 
enemies shall consume you. 
39 Those of you who survive shall be heartsick over their iniquity in the land of your enemies; more, they shall 

be heartsick over the iniquities of their fathers; 40 and they shall confess their iniquity and the iniquity of their 

fathers, in that they trespassed against Me, yea, were hostile to Me. 41 When I, in turn, have been hostile to 
them and have removed them into the land of their enemies, then at last shall their obdurate heart humble itself, 
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and they shall atone for their iniquity. 42 Then will I remember My covenant with Jacob; I will remember also My 
covenant with Isaac, and also My covenant with Abraham; and I will remember the land. 
43 For the land shall be forsaken of them, making up for its sabbath years by being desolate of them, while they 

atone for their iniquity; for the abundant reason that they rejected My rules and spurned My laws. 44 Yet, even 
then, when they are in the land of their enemies, I will not reject them or spurn them so as to destroy them, 

annulling My covenant with them: for I the Lord am their God. 45 I will remember in their favor the covenant with 
the ancients, whom I freed from the land of Egypt in the sight of the nations to be their God: I, the Lord. 
46 These are the laws, rules, and instructions that the Lord established, through Moses on Mount Sinai, 
between Himself and the Israelite people. 
 
Context 

Parashat B'Chukkotai promises flourishing. However, if the Israelites transgress the divine laws 
and observances and break the covenant, the Israelites will suffer frightening disciplinary 
consequences—defeat at the hands of enemies, famine, destruction, exile, and ruin. Even still, 
God will remember and restore the ancient covenant, the laws and instructions established at 
Mount Sinai. The book of VaYiqra concludes with an assessment of values for cases when 
people vow sacred offerings to the sanctuary. 
 

Explorations 

B'Chukkotai deals with the theme of reward and punishment. This system assumes that every 
person is free to make her life choices. Along with that freedom, the Torah assigns  outcomes 
for desirable and undesirable behavior. The land is the main medium for divine judgment of the 
People. When the Israelites follow the commandments faithfully, their lives are blessed with 
bounty and security in the Promised Land—rain brings forth plentiful grain and fruit; enemies 
are overcome; the Israelites dwell in peace, closeness with the divine presence, and freedom. 
If, heaven forbid, the People stray from the covenant, divine hostility will ruin them. They will 
become sickly, their lives futile and yield no positive outcome. Enemies and wild beasts will 
afflict harm. The spectre of unfathomable horrors lurks in this parasha, “You shall eat the flesh of 
your sons and the flesh of your daughters” (VaYiqra 26:29).  
The purpose and justification for rewards and punishments is positive reinforcement for good, 
ethical, desirable behavior, and deterrance of transgressive behavior. Contemporary scholars 
discuss the extent to which legal systems rely on various forms of violence (see R.M. Cover's 
work, “Violence and the Word, “Yale Law Journal 95 (1986), 1601-29.) The Torah, and other 
ancient legal systems are no exception. According to F. Rachel Magdelene, 
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There is a general idea that God is involved in human life, takes a keen interest in personal and 
national fate, and intervenes in order to promote obedience to divine will. 

In our parasha, among the terrible consquences of betraying the divine commandments is an 
experience of abandonment and desolation. While the material hardships are in themselves 

devastating, a special hollowness rings in the “faintness敦 that God settles in the hearts (VaYiqra 

26:36).  

The sound of a driven leaf shall put them to flight. Fleeing as though from the 

sword, they shall fall though none pursues. With no one pursuing, they shall 

stumble over one another as before the sword. (VaYiqra 26:36-7) 

Rashi interprets that the sound of a driven leaf is caused by one leaf lashing against another in 
the wind. Such a sound ought not be a cause for flight. Even when there is no enemy, people 
will feel haunted by their own fears; there will be no respite from the effects of sin. 

This unique expression, a driven leaf, recurs in the Book of Job, 
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    闇 握椅芦眤握位 葦夷睛位 芦皹 蘯夷葵位 握皹    .伊旭杏闇渥偉葵按盒葵盡 闇 握椅芦庵 穐暗盖葵庵   安渥眥 握安- 案芦眷 葵皹握位 闇 握睫葵杏葦慰芦夷 鮎芦偉   闇握眩 闇 握睫葵夷葦袷芦闇- .意芦盧葵惟旭鮎 闇握偉 穐鮎 
  闇 握位- 闇握袷芦眞握夷 或闇握慰芦闇 鮎蘯安   闇握眩- .夷芦庵葵粟旭鮎葵庵 皹闇握慰穐暗盖 安芦睫葦夷杏    葵鞍盖-以盖 伊握闇 葦睫 葵皹- 闇握袷芦眞握夷 皺葦夷 葦睫    鮎鯵以 芦鞍闇旭偉芦眷握位 按盒

 .慰 渥椅芦眦旭鮎    意葦暗葵慰葦安 闇葦以芦夷渥位 芦鞍葵眷葦眩   以盖 芦鞍 葵椅芦位渥鮎葵庵- .闇握眥 葦椅穐夷葦或葵睫    安旭偉茜夷旭鮎 闇握杏鯵偉盒葵庵 鮎芦慰葵意蘯   睛鮎- 慰渥盡葦袷穐鮎
 渥或闇 握皹穐安葦庵 .闇握偉   庵穐夷 闇握以 安芦眞葦眩 椅睛鮎芦眈葦暗葵庵 椅睛偉鯵    .闇握偉渥夷闇握袷鯵安 闇 握椅鮎芦眈葦暗葵庵 闇握夷 葵皹握眷   安芦眞芦以- 慰闇 握睫葵囲葦椅 芦鞍闇旭偉芦威   

 .葵鞍芦以 或渥闇睛鮎葵以 闇握偉渥或 葵皹葵暗葦椅葵庵   委芦盧握偉 安旭以芦夷旭安  尉睛慰穐夷 葦睫   椅旭鮎葵庵- .委鯵盧葵慰 握睫 皹渥或芦闇 皹葦意   闇握眩-睛慰鯵慰葵位 闇葦以芦夷 或鯵睫葵杏 握椅 椅
   闇握偉 渥皹闇握慰睛椅葵庵 庵穐夷  .闇芦慰蘯夷葵偉 椅睛偉鯵   闇葦以葵粟葦慰 袷葦眦葦盡 伊 渥皺芦椅葵庵   以芦眩 慰睛位 葵皹握椅葵庵-以葦夷闇 芦椅睛暗葵慰盒- 闇葦以葵粟葦慰 闇 渥皹葵慰 芦皹   安旭睇葦暗葵椅握睫 .

   安旭以葵或握闇 或芦意芦慰葵眩 鮎蘯安葵庵   粟闇 或庵闇鮎  .皹芦夷 睛以芦杏穐鮎 袷旭粟旭或葵眩 

Job 13: 16-28 

Listen carefully to my words, and let my declaration be in your ears. 
Behold now, I have prepared a case; I know that I will win. 
Who is he that will contend with me? For then would I hold my peace and die. 
Only two things do not do to me, so that I not hide myself from You: 
Withdraw Your hand far from me; and let not Your terror make me afraid. 
Then call You, and I will respond; or let me speak, and You reply to me. 
How many are my iniquities and sins? Make me know my transgression and my sin. 
Why do You hide Your face, and treat me linke Your enemy? 
Will You harass a driven leaf? And will You pursue the dried-up stubble? 
That You should decree bitter things against me, and make me inherit the iniquities of 
my youth. 
You put my feet also in the stocks, and look narrowly on all my ways; You draw a line 
about the soles of my feet; 
Human wastes away like a rotten thing, like a garment moth-eaten. 

 

The context and meaning of the driven leaf in the Book of Job is different. Whereas in 
B'Chukottai, the driven leaf evokes fear as a divine punishment for human transgression, in Job, 
the helplessness of a leaf in a driving storm marks the undeserved suffering of a supremely 
righteous person. The death of his ten children, the loss of his wealth and affliction with a painful 
skin disease put Job's faith on trial. Throughout his ordeal, he steadfastly refuses to curse God. 
The contrast between these two scenes highlights difficult questions about our parasha, and in 
theology generally. On the one hand, the Torah purports to claim that our fortunes in life are a 
direct outcome—reward or punishment—of our behavior. In our parasha, the intention is 
collective, that is, the People will flourish or suffer depending on their behavior overall. Good 
people reap rewards, bad people suffer. In human experience, this simple approach too often 
seems to fail. Like the rabbinic sages, we are all aware of cases where innocent or good people 
suffer, and people who do evil flourish. Job is an icon of undeserved suffering.  
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Interpreting Job, theologian, Robert Sutherland comments, 

 

(a) God created a world of undeserved and unremitted suffering in order 

the make the highest form of human love possible: a completely selfless 

love of man for God.  Selfishness corrupts selfless love.  If human beings 

know with certainty that God rewards those who love him, then they will 

serve God for what they can get from him. Undeserved evil is morally 

necessary in order to bring the existence of God into doubt and to sever 

any connection between righteousness and reward. 

  

(b) God cannot reveal this explanation for evil in this life without defeating 

his own purpose in the creation of the world and the creation of man.  

  

God expects man to challenge him for the creation of such a world. 

(From the introduction of Robert Sutherland's Putting God on Trial: The 

Biblical Book of Job. A literary, legal and philosophical study) 
 

Sutherland envisions a path of suffering to attain spiritual understanding. Evil 
inspires a seeker to disconnect from the fickleness of this world in order to find 
an unconditional connection with the divine, a connection that is free from  
expectations of reward and personal interests altogether. In order to reach the 
divine, Sutherland sidelines our connection with our world, our bodies, families, 
flourishing, and wellbeing.  
 
To counter this approach, let us consider Job's brief and poignant interaction 
with his spouse. She upbraids him as he sits in his misery, “Do you still persist 
in your integrity? Curse God, and die” (2:9). Job responds, “You speak as any 
foolish woman would speak. Shall we receive good from God, and not receive 
the bad?” (2:10). Job is succumbing to the torture, and even blesses it. With 
Job's dismissive response, many view his spouse as another satan, or at least 
an Eve who tempts Job to sin. On the contrary, Ilana Pardes interprets: 
 

She cannot bear her husband’s blind acceptance of the tragedies that 
befall them. Indeed, the attention to Job’s suffering usually ignores the 
fact that she too, after all, is a victim of these divine tests in addition to 
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being pained by exposure to his afflictions (19:17). To cling to a model of 
perfect devotion to a supposedly perfect God when reality is so far from 
perfection seems to Job’s wife to be not exemplary strength, but an act of 
cowardice. Such “integrity,” she seems to be saying, lacks a deeper value. 
What Job must do is to challenge the God who has afflicted him so, even 
if the consequence is death. (Jewish Women's Archive site). 

 
Rachel Magdalene analyzes the torture Job suffers, and his passive acceptance 
of what she terms “theocratic violence.” She sees the spouse resisting the 
cruelty; her words “break through the false voice and ultimate silence that God's 
judicial violence has imposed on Job. They shake Job loose from words that 
support his torturer. An internal shift begins to take place;” and, “she is a 
catalyst in his development.” 
 
Reflecting on our parasha, the Torah's description of a deep and responsive 
relationship with the land might not be as naïve and simple as it appears. 
B'Chukottai sets an expectation that there ought to be justice and fairness in this 
world. It ought not to be deferred to the world to come, nor ought we to accept 
cruelty and suffering here and now. Prompted by his spouse, Job ultimately 
seeks fairness; blessings in his own life are restored. 
 
Concerned about cruel divine wrath, rabbinic sages suggest a prayer for God.  
 

Rabbi Yochanan said in the name of Rabbi Yossi: "How do we know that 
the Holy One blessed be S/He prays? Because it says, 'I will bring them 
to My holy mountain, I will cause them to be happy in My house of prayer 
(Isaiah 56:7).' It does not say 'their house of prayer' but 'My house of 
prayer' from here we see that the Holy One blessed be S/He prays. What 
does S/He pray? Rav Zutra son of Tuvia said in the name of Rav, "Let it 
be My will that My mercy suppresses my anger, and that My mercy 
prevail over My other attributes, and that I deal with My children with the 
attribute of mercy, and that I deal with them beyond the letter of the law." 
(Brachot 7a) 

 
 
Questions for Discussion 

 Probe your experience and ideas about whether or not people reap their just rewards—
during this lifetime, or at another time? Are and ought rewards and punishments to be 
based on individual or collective behavior? 

 

 How do you respond to claims about the violence of law? Do you think that good 
behavior ought to be coerced? Compare your views about civil law with your views about 

http://jwa.org/encyclopedia/article/wife-of-job-bible
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Jewish commandments. 
 

 Discuss whether and to what extent you relate to your sustenance and natural and 
human events such as rain, floods, hurricanes, earthquakes, predators, war, jobs, fame, 
illness etc. as expressions of divine will, and/or responses to human behavior and 
worthiness. If not divine, what do you believe about their causes, how and whom they 
affect? 

 

 How do you understand Job's spouse and her role? 
 

 Do you see for yourself and/or play a role rebelling against cruelty and suffering? 
Describe the role. Is it part of your Jewish life and identity? Does your gender affect this 
role?--if so, how? 

 
 
Study Links 

 
For days thereafter, through the funeral service and the week of mourning 
during which he never left Meir’s home, Elisha’s eyes looked out as always 
to the ordered world of men and things. His speech and actions were 
addressed to it, but his thoughts were turned inward on the seething chaos 
of his anguish. … Aye, and where were the justice and mercy of that God? 
(134) 
 

From Milton Steinberg's historical novel As a Driven Leaf --exploring the life of a talmudic sage, 
Elisha ben Abuya. Here is a blog review with many excerpts. 
 

Explore Robert Sutherland's Putting God on Trial: The Biblical Book of Job. A literary, legal and 

philosophical study further on his website. 

 
Rabbi Avraham Twerski shares his personal insights about the pain and suffering of innocent 
people—a moving approach from the perspective of a rabbi and doctor. 
 
See the full text of Rachel Magdalene's article, “Job's Wife as Hero: A Feminist-Forensic 
Reading of the Book of Job,” Biblical Interpretation, 13(3), 2006, 2009-58. 
 
Rabbi Harold Kushner wrote When Bad Things Happen to Good People, partly an interpretation 
of Job, to work through the theological challenges he experienced as a result of the illness and 
death of his own child. Here is a brief account of the work. 
 

http://vialogue.wordpress.com/2010/07/17/as-a-driven-leaf-notes-review/
http://www.bookofjob.org/
http://www.bookofjob.org/
http://www.jewishworldreview.com/twerski/twerski_tazria.php3?printer_friendly
http://www.jewishworldreview.com/twerski/twerski_tazria.php3?printer_friendly
http://uni-leipzig.academia.edu/FRachelMagdalene/Papers/1123670/Jobs_Wife_as_Hero_A_Feminist-forensic_Reading_of_the_Book_of_Job
http://www.myjewishlearning.com/beliefs/Theology/Suffering_and_Evil/Responses/Modern_Solutions/When_Bad_Things_Happen.shtml
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Summary of Issues 
Rather than naïve belief in the objective reality of just reward and punishment, or passive 
acceptance of injustice, Jewish texts conceive an active human role in the alleviation of 
suffering and the fulfillment of justice. 

 
Methods & Observations  
Comparison of texts and more thorough interpretation yields relevance and depth to a 
seemingly simplistic biblical view of reward and punishment—a view that much life experience 
does not corroborate.  

Though a woman's brief intervention in the text is dismissed out-of-hand, feminist readings 
prompt re-thinking the significance of its contribution to the development of a biblical character 
and to a theological outlook. 

 
Contact 
Please address queries and comments to  
Dr. Bonna Devora Haberman - bonnadevora@gmail.com 
 


